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Thank you for this significant and unique contribution to research on the death penalty and executed persons. The authors conduct a great comparative analysis between the last words from modern Texas and mid-nineteenth-century England. A few minor recommendations should be considered to enrich the manuscript and bring it more aligned to extant research findings.

**First**, my biggest concern is that no Texas statements are provided in-text. The English statements are intriguing, and the manuscript’s comparative analysis would benefit from presenting Texas statements as examples. Although existing literature almost exclusively uses Texas statements, I was still expecting to see Texas statements. Therefore, making a statement addressing why those are not present would be essential. Otherwise, the authors provided good examples of each theme.

**Next**, I recommend adding the articles:


This study's broad definition of last words for English condemned prisoners is similar to this work.


Eaton (2014) should be added to the list of those that explored final words from states outside of Texas. While the states used were not specified in the article, Eaton (2014) does compare final words from people executed in Southern and non-Southern states. Additionally, data on final words from other states is collected through
the website of the Clack County Prosecuting Attorney (see http://www.clarkprosecutor.org/html/death/death.htm).

I also recommend expanding more on the importance or implications of this research in our general understanding of people on death row and executions and possibly discussing implications for those working with this population. Similarly, it is important to include the limitations of this study.

Lastly, make sure citation formatting is consistent throughout the manuscript.